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Abstrat. - We report the observation of apillary wave turbulene on the surfae of a uid layer
in a low-gravity environment. In suh onditions, the uid overs all the internal surfae of the
spherial ontainer whih is submitted to random foring. The surfae wave amplitude displays
power-law spetrum over two deades in frequeny, orresponding to wavelength from mm to a
few cm. This spetrum is found in roughly good agreement with wave turbulene theory. Suh a
large sale observation without gravity waves has never been reahed during ground experiments.
When the foring is periodi, two-dimensional spherial patterns are observed on the uid surfae
suh as subharmoni stripes or hexagons with wavelength satisfying the apillary wave dispersion
relation.
Wave turbulene onerns the study of the dynami-
al and statistial properties of an ensemble of dispersive
waves with nonlinear interations. Wave turbulene o-
urs at very dierent sales in a great variety of systems:
surfae or internal waves in oeanography [1, 2℄, Alfvén
waves in solar wind [3℄, plasmas [4℄, surfae waves on elas-
ti plates [5℄, spin waves in solids. Surprisingly, only a
few groups have performed laboratory experiments on this
subjet so far, mainly fousing on wave turbulene on a
uid surfae [610℄. These wave turbulene experiments
are sare ompared to numerous studies in hydrodynami
turbulene, although various analytial results have been
obtained in the framework of wave turbulene or weak
turbulene theory [11℄.
Gravity and apillary turbulent wave regimes on a uid
surfae are haraterized by dierent Kolmogorov type
spetra [10℄. These two regimes inuene eah other and
oexist at dierent sales in the same experiment. Sine
energy tranfers in apillary and gravity regimes are not
governed by similar nonlinear proesses, it is of primary
interest to study a pure apillary wave regime. The impor-
(a)
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tane of the gravity and the apillary eets is quantied
by the ratio between the wavelength of the surfae wave,
λ, and the apillary length, lc ≡
√
γ/(ρg), where γ and
ρ are the surfae tension and the density of the uid, re-
spetively, and g is the aeleration of gravity. For usual
uids, lc is of the order of few mm, orresponding to a rit-
ial wavelength λc = 2pilc of the order of 1 m. Gravity
waves are thus proeminent for wavelength larger than few
m. The apillary length annot be signiantly hanged
using other interfaes between simple uids and air. It
is in an intermediate range between the size of the ex-
periment and the dissipative length. In usual laboratory-
sale experiments, this limits both the gravity and ap-
illary regimes to less than a deade in frequeny. In a
low-gravity experiment, one an obtain apillary waves at
all wavelengths of the uid ontainer of size L, provided
that λc > L. We emphasize that inreasing the apil-
lary range toward large frequenies using better resolved
measurements in ground experiments, without suppress-
ing the development of gravity waves, is not satisfatory.
Gravity and apillary waves indeed interat beause the
energy ux asades among the dierent sales. In ad-
dition, it is predited that weak turbulene for apillary
p-1
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Fig. 1: Sketh of the experimental setup. In mirogravity
phases, the uid overs all the internal surfae of the ontainer
submitted to vibrations.
waves breaks down at large sale, beause the nonlinear
time sale beomes omparable to the linear one [12℄. It
is thus of interest to remove gravity waves that may hide
this phenomenon.
Here, we report the observation of the power spetrum
density of the apillary wave turbulene regime over a
large range of wavelengths in a low-gravity environment.
The invariant-sale power spetrum is found in roughly
good agreement with weak turbulene theory. We also
study parametri exitation of a uid in low gravity by si-
nusoidally foring its ontainer. Although the so-alled
Faraday instability has been extensively studied with
gravity [1315℄, only one trial has been performed in low
gravity near the ritial point [16℄. We report here the
rst experimental observation of two-dimensional wave
patterns on a spherial or ylindrial uid surfae in low
gravity. Appliations of this work ould be extended to
the lattie wrapping on the urved surfaes as well as in
ondensed matter suh as in spherial rystallography [17℄.
In addition, pattern formation in spherial geometry for
axisymmetri systems is of obvious interest in the ontext
of geophysial and astrophysial uid dynamis [18℄.
The experimental setup is skethed in Fig. 1. A on-
tainer partially lled with a uid is put down on a rail,
and is submitted to vibrations by means of an eletromag-
neti exiter (BK 4803) via a power amplier (BK 2706).
To study wave turbulene, the ontainer is driven with
a random foring, supplied by the soure of a dynami-
al analyzer (Agilent 35 670A), and low-pass ltered in
the frequeny range 0 - 6 Hz. This orresponds to wave-
lengths of surfae waves larger than 1 m in low gravity.
To study wave patterns, the ontainer is driven with a si-
nusoidal foring at frequeny f0 in the range 10 ≤ f0 ≤ 70
Hz, and amplitude d0 ∼ mm orresponding to a ontainer
aeleration 0.1 . a0 . 30g. The ontainer geometry is
either spherial (15 m in diameter) or ylindrial (15 m
in diameter, 18 m in length). Eah ontainer is made of
a wetting material (Plexiglas ylinder or glass sphere) to
avoid that the uid loses ontat with the internal wall
Fig. 2: Two-dimensional ylindrial subharmoni wave pat-
terns (hexagons) under a sinusoidal foring at frequeny f0 =
30 Hz, and amplitude d0 = 0.29 mm leading to a 1.06g ael-
eration. Cylindrial ontainer lled with 30 l of ethanol.
Fig. 3: Two-dimensional spherial subharmoni wave patterns
under sinusoidal foring at frequeny f0 = 30 Hz, and ampli-
tude d0 = 0.32 mm leading to a 1.16g aeleration. Spherial
ontainer lled with 20 l of water.
of the ontainer in low-gravity environment. Aording
to its geometry, the ontainer is lled with 20 or 30 l
of uid. This orresponds to an uniform uid layer of
roughly 5 mm depth overing all the internal surfae of
the ontainer in low-gravity environment. The uid is ei-
ther ethanol or water. The loal displaement of the uid
is measured with a apaitive wire gauge, 0.1 mm in diam-
eter, plunging into the uid [10℄. This sensor allows wave
height measurements from 10 µm up to 2 m with a 0.1
ms response time. A piezoeletri aelerometer (PCB)
is srewed on the ontainer to reord its aeleration. A
dynamial analyzer is used to reord the power spetrum
of the surfae wave amplitude during eah mirogravity
phase. The motion of the uid surfae is visualized with
a Nikon amera and reorded with a Sony video amera.
Mirogravity environment (about ±5 × 10−2g) is repeti-
tively ahieved by ying with the speially modied Airbus
A300 Zero-G airraft through a series of paraboli traje-
tories whih result in low-gravity periods, eah of 22 s. We
p-2
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Fig. 4: Typial subharmoni response of patterns in low-
gravity. Power spetrum density of surfae wave height. f0 =
30 Hz is the driving frequeny. f0/2 is the main response fre-
queny. Inset: Power spetrum density (PSD) of the ontainer
aeleration showing the driving frequeny f0.
observe that the uid rawls up the sides of the ontainer
and overs all the internal surfae of the tank due to the
apillary fores. This takes roughly 1 s. Measurements
have thus been reorded only on 18 s to eliminate these
transients. Contrary to the ommon sense, no formation
of a single sphere of uid is observed in the middle of
the tank, due to these apillary eets. An homogeneous
uid layer is formed on the internal surfae of the tank,
onning air in its enter. When the ontainer is submit-
ted to a sinusoidal foring at frequeny f0, surfae wave
patterns appear as shown in Fig. 2 with a ylindrial on-
tainer. These two-dimensional patterns are either stripes
(not shown here) or hexagons (see Fig. 2) depending on
the vibrating frequeny. By using another ontainer ge-
ometry, one an also observe spherial patterns as shown
in Fig. 3.
To understand the mehanism of pattern formation, one
reords simultaneously the aeleration imposed to the
ontainer, and the surfae wave height as a funtion of
time. A typial power spetrum density of the ontainer
aeleration is shown in the inset of Fig. 4. The main
peak at f0 = 30 Hz orresponds to the driving frequeny.
The typial response of the uid surfae to this exita-
tion is displayed in Fig. 4. The power spetrum of surfae
waves shows two main peaks: a subharmoni one lose
to f0/2 ≃ 15 Hz, and a smaller one at f0 orrespond-
ing to a reminisene of the driving frequeny. The two-
dimensional patterns are thus subharmoni ones. The pat-
tern formation an be understood at rst sight as simple
parametri exitation in low gravity. However, the pat-
terns are not stationary and their dynamis appears to be
very omplex: a sloshing motion whih depends on the
jitters of residual gravity is usually superimposed to the
parametri exitation. A omplete dynamial desription
of the pattern deserves further studies.
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Fig. 5: Pattern wave number ubed, k3, as a funtion of the
driving frequeny squared, f20 . Solid line of slope 0.35 s
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/m
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.
Inset: pattern wavelength, λ, as a funtion of the driving fre-
queny, f0. Symbols S and H orrespond to stripe and
hexagon patterns respetively. Fluid is ethanol.
The wavelength, λ, is then measured as a funtion of
the driving frequeny, f0. As shown in the inset of Fig. 5,
λ is found to derease with inreasing f0. Using the dis-
persion relation of pure apillary waves in the deep layer
limit, ω2 = (γ/ρ)k3 with k ≡ 2pi/λ and ω = 2pif where
f = f0/2 is the pattern frequeny, one has k
3 = cf2
0
where
c = pi2ρ/γ is a onstant depending on the uid density, ρ,
and surfae tension, γ. k3 is indeed found roughly propor-
tional to f2
0
with the expeted oeient c = pi2ρ/γ ≃ 0.35
s
2
/m
3
(extrated from ethanol properties ρ = 790 kg/m3;
γ = 22× 10−3 N/m) as shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.
The dispersion relation of apillary waves in low gravity
is thus obtained even in the low frequeny regime where
gravity waves are usually present.
Let us now present our wave turbulene results in low
gravity. To wit the ylindrial ontainer is submitted
to low-frequeny random foring in low-gravity. Surfae
waves with errati motion then appear on the free sur-
fae as shematially shown in Fig. 1. The power spe-
trum of surfae wave amplitude then is reorded, and is
shown in Fig. 6. One single power-law spetrum is ob-
served on two deades in frequeny. Whatever the geom-
etry of the tank (sphere or ylinder) and the large sale
foring (random or sinusoidal), the exponent is lose to
−3 (see Fig. 6). This power-law exponent has roughly the
same value that the one found under gravity for the apil-
lary wave turbulene regime (see the inset of Fig. 6). Weak
turbulene theory predits a f−17/6 saling of the surfae
height spetrum for the pure apillary regime [21℄. This
−17/6 ≃ −2.8 expeted exponent is lose to the value -3
reported here. Kolmogorov-like spetrum of the apillary
wave turbulene regime is thus observed in Fig. 6 over
two deades in frequeny. To our knowledge, this large
range of frequenies has never been reahed with ground
experiments. This allows to study better the apillary
p-3
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Fig. 6: Power spetrum density of surfae wave height in low
gravity. Lower urve: Random foring 0 - 6 Hz. Upper urve:
Sinusoidal foring at 3 Hz. Dashed lines had slopes of -3.1
(lower) and -3.2 (upper). Cylindrial ontainer lled with 30 l
of ethanol. Inset: same with gravity. Slopes of dashed lines are
-5 (upper) and -3 (lower) orresponding respetively to gravity
and apillary wave turbulene regimes. Retangular ontainer
lled with a 20 mm ethanol depth.
wave turbulene regime. The power spetrum of surfae
height in the presene of gravity is shown for omparison
in the inset of Fig. 6. It displays two power laws: f−5
and f−3 orresponding respetively to gravity and apil-
lary wave turbulene regimes. For the gravity regime, the
power law exponent is foring dependent [10, 19℄ in on-
trast with numerial [20℄ and theoretial [11℄ preditions
in f−4. The apillary range is thus limited at low frequen-
ies f ≤ fc =
√
g/(2pi2lc) ∝ g
3/4 ∼ 20 Hz. The apillary
length lc being of order of few mm for usual uids, the
ritial frequeny fc is in rough agreement with the one
observed in the inset of Fig. 6 (see also Ref. [10℄). Suh a
ritial frequeny orresponds to a wavelength of the order
of 1 m. When g → 0, the ross-over frequeny between
both regimes is then predited to be pushed away to very
low frequeny. For our mirogravity preision, ±0.05g, the
apillary length then is expeted to be lose to m, and
the ross-over frequeny of the order of 1 Hz, orrespond-
ing to wavelength of the order of 10 m. Thus, in miro-
gravity, for our frequeny range (4 Hz up to 500 Hz), the
power spetrum of surfae wave amplitude is not polluted
by gravity waves. At high frequeny, the power spetrum
in the apillary range in mirogravity (Fig. 6) is limited
at frequeny about 400 Hz due to the low signal-to-noise
ratio. Note that the high frequeny limitation is lower in
the presene of gravity (≥ 100 Hz) (see the inset of Fig. 6).
This ut-o frequeny is related to the menisus diameter
on the apaitive wire gauge that prevents the detetion
of waves with a smaller wavelength. In mirogravity, this
latter eet vanishes sine the menisus diameter beomes
of the order of the size of the ontainer.
We have reported the observation of apillary wave
turbulene on a uid surfae in low-gravity. When the
ontainer is submitted to random foring, we observe an
invariant-sale power spetrum of wave amplitude on two
deades in frequeny in roughly good agreement with wave
turbulene theory. This spetrum is independent on the
large-sale foring parameter. When the ontainer is sub-
mitted to periodi foring, we report the rst observa-
tion of two-dimensional subharmoni patterns (stripes,
hexagons) on a spherial or ylindrial uid surfae. Their
wavelengths lead to a measurement of the dispersion re-
lation of linear apillary waves in low gravity. These pat-
terns results from a simple parametri exitation with no
boundary eets. Their dynamial desription is muh
more omplex and results from the interation between
two instabilities (sloshing motion and parametri ampli-
ation). Note that the slope of the ontinuous part of the
spetrum is steeper in the presene of parametri wave
patterns than for wave turbulene (f−4 in Fig. 4 instead
of f−3 in Fig. 6). This an be related to usps of the
spatial patterns sweeping the sensor [22℄. Understanding
the dierenes between disordered parametri wave pat-
terns and weak wave turbulene deserves further studies,
in partiular the simultaneous measurement of temporal
and spatial spetra [23℄.
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